Add another star to your hotel

Intelligent Hotel Automation
The guests of your hotel value, above the classic concepts, the technology put at their disposal to improve their
comfort and contribute to energy saving, reducing the environmental impact. With our fully customizable and
avant-garde touch panels or smart devices, guests can enjoy, among other things, lighting regulation, access,
audio-video and exquisite climate control, eliminating one of the main sources of complaints and turning it
into a competitive strength. It is possible to achieve this objective at zero cost due to the very fast return on
investment guaranteed.

www.messungsmart.com
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1. Energy saving in hotel rooms up to 75%.
2. Enhances user’s experience.
3. Climate comfort guaranteed, better usability with special functions.
4. Possibility of innovating in the access to the room by means of smartphone, chips, magnetic stripes, etc.
5. Impact on the improvement of the perception of the room in booking and social platforms such as
* TripAdvisor and * Booking.
6. Standard and extraordinarily robust system with almost zero recurring maintenance costs.
7. System open to changes with avant-garde design that is also respectful of the environment.
8. Return on investment (ROI) - 3 Years.
* TripAdvisor and * Booking are registered trademarks.
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Automation solutions for hotels.
Why customer opinions
improve with Zennio?
• Incredible ease of use of the system.
• Enhances the comfort of the guests.
• Increases customer satisfaction and causes
positive hotel comments on digital opinion platforms.

How does it contribute to enhance the
environment and your economy?
• Drastically reduces power consumption.
• Improves hotel energy rating.
• Scalable at any time, being able to
conduct the installation in phased
manner.
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Climate control.
Presence control.
Lighting control (switch all off).
Energy Management.
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Access control.
Independent control of lighting (on/off, all off).
Control of blinds, Shutters and curtains.
Scenes (Sleep, Wake up, Welcome).
Plus Standard Room functionalities.
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Light dimming.
RGB LED dimming (chromotherapy).
Remote control from smartphones.
Monitoring System.
Energy Metering.
Advance Room functionalities.

Zennio BMS. Technical Management of Hotels.
What is a BMS
and what is it for?
•

Building Management System is an intelligent
system for the technical management of hotels that
allows the control and supervision of a hotel centrally.
• In plain words, it means making the most of the hotel
facilities by reducing energy consumption and providing
critical information to the hotel management for data-based
decision making.

services does Zennio’s BMS offer?
• Consumption reports by room, floor or entire hotel, with quick and easy acting over the
devices automatically.
• Optimization of consumption resources and hotel facilities reducing costs between
15-20%.
• Facilitates preventive maintenance reducing unforeseen costs & incidents.
• Optimization of energy consumption. Energy saving in hotel room up to 75 % with
return on investment starting from the 1st year.

Functions of Zennio’s BMS
• Monitoring and control of the hotel’s facilities locally
and / or remotely.
• Reporting and historical graphs for decisionmaking process for the hotel administration
and management.
• Early detection of incidents and
alarms to improve maintenance at
hotel facilities.

Integration with other hotel
independent systems
Zennio BMS can be integrated with other systems and hotel
management protocols to provide complete automation, control and
supervision solutions of the hotel in a centralized way.
The most important systems that Zennio BMS integrates into a single
management tool are:
• Fieldbuses such as ModBus, LonWorks, Bacnet.
• Property Management Systems (PMS’s) such as Fidelio and Protel.

Even more advantages and special features:
• Multi-language, reporting, custom graphics plans and facilities schemes.
• Early detection of technical issues.
• Immediate identification of MMR (Make My Room) and DND (Do Not Disturb).
•

les and / or PIN access.

• System open to changes.

All the hotel control in
your hands.
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* Opinions collected on TripAdvisor on Zennio’s home automation
solutions installed in MB Boutique Hotel, Nerja (Spain).
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